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The crystal structure of barite, BaSO4, at high pressure
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Abstract
The structure of barite, or baryte, BaSO4, has been refined by single-crystal methods at room
temperature to a maximum of 21.5 GPa in He medium. Lattice parameters have been obtained at
select pressures by powder diffraction and complemented by the collection of Raman specta at the
highest attained pressure. The results of all analyses correspond to BaSO4 remaining in the baritetype structure to the highest investigated pressure. Therefore, the search for transitions leading to a
post-barite structure, in BaSO4, must be conducted at pressures higher than those investigated here,
or, in “lower pressure” analogs.
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Introduction
Barite, or baryte, BaSO4 occupies an interesting, limiting position on a Bastide diagram (Bastide 1987). The Bastide diagram
has proven useful in classifying, describing and predicting phase
transitions in ABX4 and, by extension, in AX2 systems. The location of barite, in the lower right quadrant, due to its combination
of high rA/rX and low rB/rX radii ratios, does not currently allow
for the prediction of a post-barite structure at high pressure and
a post-barite structure is yet to be described—though evidence
for post-barite transitions are known since Bridgman (1937)
and latterly through the work of Pistorius and co-workers in
perchlorate, permanganate, and related systems (Richter and
Pistorius 1971; Pistorius and Clark 1969). More recently, this
has been substantiated by the observation of both a permanganate type-structure and the barite equivalent of CaSO4 at high
pressure (and temperature) (Crichton et al. 2005). Intrigued by
the recent report of a phase transition, with a new indexable lattice, in the barite-type BaCrO4 system (Huang et al. 2010) we
have reinvestigated previous reports, based on Raman (Lee et
al. 2003; Chen et al. 2009) and X-ray diffraction data (Lee et al.
2003), of at least one phase transition in the archetype system
with the aim of establishing the structure of any of these potential
post-transition structures. Any identification of the structure of
the post-barite phase in this region could then extend the phase
transition systematic for ABX4 stoichiometries in an interesting
and new direction, and potentially add a model for the structures
occurring after post-barite transitions that have been identified
previously in related perchlorate and permanganate systems.

Experimental methods

Results
At ambient conditions, the cell parameters of barite: a =
8.8716(8), b = 5.4582(4), c = 7.1537(6) Å (Pnma setting, GoF
= 1.29%, Rp = 8.6%, χ2 = 1.29) compare favorably with the
single-crystal measurements of barite from Sardinia presented
by Jacobsen et al. (1998) and with the powder data of Lee et al.
(2003), differing only in the third decimal place. Low-pressure,
in-cell single-crystal data (Table 1; R = 2.35%, wR, 2.17%, GoF
= 1.05% on 3σ, σ-weighted, F structure factor data, from 355
reflections) are also comparable with those results of Jacobsen
et al. (1998) with an average S-O bond length that has reduced
to 1.469 Å from 1.476 Å at ambient (bond valence sum = 5.89)
and an average of the first 10 Ba-O distances reduced from 2.878
to 2.867 Å with a range of Ba-O2 = 2.772(6) Å to Ba-O2 = 2 ×
3.058(5) Å. A further distance, Ba-O1 is recognized at 3.304(4)
Å. Le Bail fitting of the powder diffraction data at room pressure
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The samples used were prepared from a single-crystal specimen of natural
barite from Clara Mine, Oberwolfach, Baden-Württemberg, Germany, by cleaving
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off small crystalline fragments, for single-crystal samples and by further grinding
in acetone, for powders. The prepared powder sample was checked by diffraction
(Miniflex-II, CuKα) before loading, together with the single crystal and a ruby
sphere for pressure measurement, in a Boehler-Almax modified membrane-driven
diamond-anvil cell equipped with 600 µm culets. Helium was used a pressuretransmitting medium and the gasket was stainless steel. Powder and single-crystal
data sets1 were collected at several pressures to a maximum of 21.5 GPa at beamline
ID09 of the ESRF at a wavelength of 0.4144 Å. Powder data treatment used fit2d
(Hammersley et al. 1996) for correction and integration of Mar555 detector data
and Rietica (Hunter 1998) for refinement. Single-crystal data sets were analyzed
by CrysAlis software (Oxford Instruments) before refinement with Jana2000.
Raman data were collected on an offline microRaman system comprising 532 nm
source, Jobin-Yvon spectrometer, back-illuminated Andor CCD detector, having
an inherent resolution of 2–3 cm–1.
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